STUDY SKILLS ASSIGNMENTS – FOR CREDIT

Setting up a for-credit study skills assignment requires a bit of extra coordination with the Tutoring Center. We are happy to work with you to make this happen. Here’s what you need to know:

Options:
- **APPOINTMENTS**: If you assign a study skills appointment as credit, you will need to do so in conjunction with a presentation and/or an independent review option. At this time, we don’t have the capacity to accommodate a whole class with individual appointments.
- **PRESENTATIONS**: Presentations can be scheduled during or outside of your regular class time. Using the study skills presentation form.
- **INDEPENDENT REVIEW**: You can offer independent review of our study skills booklet as an option as well.

For more information about appointments, presentations, and our study skills booklet, check out the faculty resources page on our website.

Allotting Credit:
- **In order to receive credit, students will need to turn in an assignment directly to you as the instructor. Some assignment options include completion of our Study Strategies, Goals, and Plans and/or submission of a completed weekly and quarterly calendar which can be found at the bottom of our homepage.**
- **The Tutoring Center is no longer able to provide attendance rosters.**

Due Date:
- **The earliest we can accommodate study skills appointments is week two. We cannot offer appointments during finals week. Setting a week 7 or 8 due date will give us enough time to schedule presentations and accommodate last-minute requests. (Weeks 3-7 are recommended for study skills presentations.)**

Repeat Assignments:
- **Since student’s schedules, needs, goals, and challenges change quarterly, these assignments will remain relevant even if they are assigned in multiple courses over subsequent quarters. Indeed, completing these assignments more than once may help to reinforce these strategies and strengthen metacognitive techniques.**

Sample Syllabus Blurb:

*Study Skills Assignment:*
Research shows successful learners need to engage in a variety of actions to guide their study. To earn credit for building these metacognitive skills you must complete one of the following options: Attend a study skills appointment; Attend a study skills presentation (dates to be announced); Independently review the study skills booklet. Then you must submit a completed Study Strategies, Goals, and Plan and a weekly and quarterly calendar via Canvas by DUE DATE. This assignment will count as # points of EXTRA/COURSE credit.